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Online Social Networks (OSNs) are the most popular applications in todays Internet and they have changed

the way people interact with each other. Understanding the structural properties of OSNs and, in particular,

how users behave when they connect to OSNs is crucial for designing user-centered systems. Results about

OSNs demonstrated that the relationships that an individual (ego) maintains with other people (alters) can

be organized into a set of circles (named Dunbar’s circles) according to the ego network model. The study of

the impact of ego networks structure on the availability patterns of users is seriously limited by the lack of

information about users availability patterns. In this work we contribute to fill this gap by analysing availabil-

ity information of a sample of Facebook users. The data reveal a number of strong temporal dependencies (or

temporal homophily) which provide insights into the availability pattern that characterize an ego network.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

Online Social Networks (OSNs) have become widely used in the

ast few years. Because of their huge impact on people’s lives, OSNs

ecame a quite interesting research field and resource for many sci-

ntists: sociologists are investigating the dynamics occurring inside

SNs and trying to compare them with real life behaviors [1–3], com-

uter scientists and engineers are focusing on the technical side by

tudying their properties [4,5], improving these architectures [6–8]

nd optimizing their usage [9].

Users of the OSNs generate a high-volume of valuable informa-

ion which are controlled and stored by the centralized providers.

lthough users are forced to trust the provider of the services, re-

ent events have shown that in addition to malicious users (inter-

al or external to the OSN), also the centralized service provider [10]

ntroduce new security and privacy risks. However, recently, users

re realizing the privacy risks deriving from giving up their data to

centralized service. For these reasons in the last years, scientists are

tudying new infrastructures to offer OSN services by exploiting dis-

ributed (for instance P2P) patterns. Diaspora1, with about 400,0002

sers, is one of the most successful OSN services implemented in a

ecentralized way. These systems are referred as Distributed Online
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 0502212768.

E-mail address: laura.ricci@unipi.it, ricci@di.unipi.it (L. Ricci).
1 https://diasporafoundation.org/
2 https://diasp.eu/stats
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ocial Networks (DOSNs) [11] and their development has to face a

arge number of issues. The main one is the data availability and per-

istence problem because of the lack of a central server storing users’

ata and because of the intrinsic dynamism of these networks. When

sers disconnect from the OSN, the knowledge of their friendship

elationships and of the kind of interactions with their friends may

e exploited to store data on trusted contacts so avoiding data en-

ryption which would otherwise be required if data is stored on any

ode of the network (needed for instance in DTN or CDN-based ap-

roaches). A further challenge is to consider the availability patterns

f the nodes in the ego network to define data allocation, with the

oal of avoiding continual data transfers which affect the overall per-

ormance of the social service. The study of the temporal behavior of

sers in OSNs, in particular the study of the relation between online

essions of egos and those of their alters is therefore of primary im-

ortance to help the decentralization of social services by character-

zing the typical OSNs’ usage and understanding how users interact

ith these platforms.

In the last few years, the study of ego networks in virtual environ-

ents has received more and more attention [12]. Ego networks are

ocial networks made up of an individual (ego) and all the social rela-

ions it has with other people (alters). Even if available OSNs datasets

as led to a better understanding of OSNs at global structural level

13–15], as well as at the level of local structural properties [1,2,15,16],

ome characteristics of ego networks still remain unexplored, partic-

larly their temporal characteristics because of the lack of real tem-

oral data. Temporal properties of OSNs’ users are important for dif-

erent purposes. The studies of user behaviors allow the performance
y on on-line ego networks: A Facebook analysis, Computer Commu-
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of existing systems to be evaluated and lead to a better site design

of the OSN services. Moreover, understanding ego network temporal

properties in DOSNs is crucial for social studies as well as for the anal-

ysis of the dynamic processes that occur on them (such as protocol

for the information diffusion [5]). Finally, understanding the tempo-

ral correlation between users sessions is valuable in designing the

next-generation of OSN infrastructures, such as Distributed Online

Social Networks [11] and Content Distribution Systems [6–8]. While

few recent studies examined the availability patterns of OSNs’ users

by focusing either on the time that the user spends online [17] or

on the interaction frequency [4,18], they do not provide a global pic-

ture of the relation between the ego network structure of users and

the availability patterns of the alters belonging to their ego-network.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the presence of temporal de-

pendency in the ego network structure of OSNs by analysing a large

set of social information about Facebook users, collected by a novel

Facebook application we have developed3. Temporal patterns can be

exploited to manage important problems in a distributed scenario,

such as data availability [7] and information diffusion [8]. Using this

sample of Facebook users, we find a strong relation between the ego

network structure of an ego and the availability patterns of the alters

in the ego network. The main result of the paper is the identification

of a relation between the similarity (or temporal homophily) between

the availability patterns of the egos and their alters, which increases

when considering alters belonging to inner Dunbar circles. The re-

mainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the

basic concepts used and the related work Section 3 describes the data

set and the methodology used to collect them. Section 4 presents the

results and the methodologies used to analyze: the structural prop-

erties of the network (Section 4.1) and the interactions of the users

and their Dunbar’s ego network structure (Section 4.2). The Section 5

investigates the main result, that is the analysis of the temporal fea-

tures of our data set. Finally, Section 6 draws the main conclusions.

2. Related work

The research community has dedicated a fair amount of work to

study OSNs in the last years. This section discusses the related work

mainly in the following two aspects: (i) existing work analysing the

structural properties of ego network structure in OSNs and (ii) exist-

ing studies reporting the analyses of the availability pattern in OSNs.

Structural properties: Dunbar’s Circles. Several studies investigate the

graph structures of OSNs, such as degree distribution, clustering and

ego network structure. By using the crawled data gathered from pop-

ular OSN sites, several properties have been discovered [9]. Specifi-

cally, it has been found that OSNs manifest small-world and scale-free

properties. Several researchers have recently focused on the study of

the structural properties of the ego networks in Facebook and Twit-

ter [1,2,19], and they found that structures similar to those of offline

social networks can also be identified in OSNs. As shown by Dunbar

[20], there are constraints limiting the number of active relationships

users can have in their ego networks. This limit is about 150 and is

called the Dunbar’s number. The active relationships of an ego can be

characterized by the strength of social tie (tie strength): the amount

of emotional closeness between ego and their alters [12].

As discovered by Dunbar [20], ego networks are organized into

a hierarchical structure formed by four concentric subgroups of al-

ters arranged in a concentric sequence of circles (called Dunbar’s

circles), with an increasing level of intimacy. Inner circles, called sup-

port clique are characterized by increasing level of tie strength while

outer circles, called sympathy group, affinity group and active network
3 Available at: http://socialcircles.eu/
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re characterized by a low level of tie strength. After Dunbar, sev-

ral studies have evaluated the presence of Dunbar’s circles in differ-

nt online social networks contexts and showed that it is possible to

dentify their average size as 5 (support clique), 15 (sympathy group),

0 (affinity group) and 150 (active network) with a scaling factor ap-

roximately equal to three [1,2,19,21].

tructural properties: tie strength. The definition of the tie strength is

urrently an open problem and several alternatives have been pre-

ented in the literature. Authors in [3] deduce tie strength by using

Facebook data set and explicit evaluation of tie strength done by

sers. Some studies such as [1,2,16] use frequency of the online in-

eractions to estimate tie strength, since the two concepts appear to

e tightly correlated. Finally, authors in [22] showed that, while fre-

uency of interactions is a necessary component for predicting the

trength of a tie, additional information related to social interactions

s helpful to achieve more accurate predictions (such as number of

ikes, posts, comments, tags on the same picture, etc.). Finally, Sala

t al. [23] exploit an indirected weighted graph to describe the social

elations, because they observe that most interactions on Facebook

re reciprocated so that the notion of tie strength is symmetric.

nalyses of OSN user behaviors. The works in [4,5,14,17,18] study the

ser behaviors by focusing on availability pattern in OSNs. Golder

t al. [18] show the existence of a periodical time pattern which is

nfluenced daily by the day/night cycle with the presence of some

ourly peaks, and weekly peaks due to the weekend different habits

ith respect to the typical usage. Kermarrec et al. [5] use traces rel-

tive to MySpace OSN to study the correlation between availabil-

ty traces of each pair of users. They observe that users are more

resent when their top friends are online rather than when their ran-

om friends are online. Authors in [17] analyse the workloads of the

sers who accessed four popular social networks. They study how

requently people connect to social networks and for how long, as

ell as the types and sequences of activities that users conduct on

hese sites, by using detailed click-stream data. Gyarmati and Trinh

14] analyse the availability pattern of users in OSNs (namely Bebo,

ySpace, Netlog and Tagget). They observe that the session times of

sers as well as the number of sessions follow power law distribu-

ions and recently joined users may lose interest in OSNs. Jin et al.

4] conduct a comprehensive review about the availability pattern

f user behavior in OSNs from several perspectives, including con-

ectivity and interaction among users. Finally, several recent works

6,24] analyse the availability of the user to provide efficient storage

trategies and data persistence in DOSN . Authors in [24] evaluate sev-

ral storage and replication strategies in a Friend-to-Friend (F2F) stor-

ge system and they found that availability correlation offers a good

rade-off between data availability and data redundancy. Authors in

6] exploit probabilistic models to reproduce the session characteris-

ics of OSN users and assess their replication strategies.

Although these findings highlight some important properties of

SNs, a clear understanding of the impact of users availability on

unbar ego networks is still missing. Moreover, to the best of our

nowledge, none of the previous studies provides a detailed analy-

is of the availability pattern which characterize the Dunbar’s circles.

. Dataset description

The lack of data concerning online presence of users in OSNs is

urrently the main limitation for defining temporal pattern analysis.

urthermore, only a very small number of studies are based on com-

lete datasets provided by the OSN operators while others have col-

ected a complete view of specific parts of OSNs. As a matter of fact, a

omplete dataset is typically unavailable to researchers, as most OSNs

re unwilling to share their company’s data even in an anonymized

orm, primarily due to privacy concerns. For all these reasons, it is
y on on-line ego networks: A Facebook analysis, Computer Commu-
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ommon to work with small but representative samples of an OSN.

t the best of our knowledge, no existing up-to-date dataset is able

o provide complete information, such as information regarding the

ocial graph, interactions among users and temporal information (on-

ine sessions) for a real OSN.

For these reasons we have implemented a Facebook application,

alled SocialCircles!4, which exploits the former Facebook API (appli-

ations exploiting this API will be supported till 1st May 2015). The

pplication is able to retrieve the following sets of information from

egistered users:

Topology and profile information We are able to obtain friends

of registered users and the friendship relations existing be-

tween them. Moreover we download profile information of

registered users and their friends, such as complete name, birth-

day, sex, location, works, schools, user devices, movies, music,

book, interest and language.

Interaction information We have collected information about

interactions between users registered to the application and

their friends, such as posts, comments, likes, tags and photo. Due

to technical reasons (time needed to fetch all data and storage

capacity), we restrict the interactions information retrieved up

to 6 months prior to user application registration.

Online presence data By requesting the online presence permis-

sion, we are able to monitor the chat presence status and obtain

information about the time spent online by registered users

and their friends. The chat status can assume a limited set of

value: 0 if user is offine, 1 if user is in active state and 2 if user is

idle (i.e. the user is online but they have not performed actions

for more than 10 min).

The dataset obtained from the SocialCircles! application contains

37 complete ego networks related to the registered users, for a total

f 144.481 users (ego and their alters). The resulting Facebook popu-

ation has the advantage of representing a very heterogeneous popu-

ation: 213 males and 115 females, with age range of 15–79 with dif-

erent education, background and geographically location. We check

f the sample of 337 registered users is representative of the entire

opulation by comparing the empirical distributions of the 337 users

gainst the distribution of the rest of the users. We use the two-

ample Kolmogorov–Smirnov to compare the average session length

p-value = 0.9992, D-value = 0.0011) and the number of sessions as

ariables (p-value = 1, D-value = 0.0002). Given the large p-values

nd small D-values from the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, we can say

ith high confidence that both the variables’ values are drawn from

he same probability distributions. We thus expect less biased results

nd more variability in the ego networks structure, which should bet-

er reflect real OSN utilization. Using the SocialCircles application, we

im to investigate a Facebook data set with the goals of: (i) study and

alidate important properties of OSNs, (ii) analyse the structure of the

go networks, (iii) study the availability pattern which characterizes

he Dunbar ego networks in Facebook and (iv) analyse the extent to

hich the availability of an ego depends on the presence of the alters

n each Dunbar’s circle.

. Analysis of the data set features

In this section we present a complete analysis of the sample data

n order to assess the properties of OSNs and to compare them with

he characteristics found in past research. Afterwards, we investigate

he relationship existing between ego network structures and the

vailability of a user in the system.
4 Available at: http://socialcircles.eu/

r
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.1. Descriptive characteristics of the dataset

Initially, we analyzed the collected data from a pure topological

erspective, as shown in Table 1. This analysis has been performed

n the whole set of 337 ego networks. The majority (80%) of ego net-

orks have less than 600 friends, whereas only 7% of nodes exceeds

000 friends. Furthermore, we can notice that only 20% of ego have

ess than 250 friends. The distribution of values is right (positively)

kewed and for this reason the median value is a better representative

f the central tendency of the distribution than the mean value: we

iscovered that the median Facebook network has about 390 friends

otally. The distribution of nodes is heavily right skewed: the very

igh value of standard deviation (SD) confirms that the mean value

s practically useless. More than 75% of the networks have less than

0.000 ties, and the typical network exposes around 4500 connec-

ions (median value). The high value for the SD and the wide range of

alues suggests strong heterogeneity in our analyzed sample. A high

verage clustering coefficient equal to 0.636 indicates the presence of

tightly connected graph structure. We notice that the analysed sam-

le exposes a comparable but slightly higher average clustering value

ith respect to past analyses (such as 0.6055 5). The local degree of a

ode is a centrality index that measures the number of mutual friends

hat an alter shares with each ego. It shows that ego and alters share

n average 4% of friends.

To achieve a deeper understanding of the collected ego networks,

e performed a clustering analysis to discover topology-based com-

unities. We applied the Louvain community detection method [13]

hat aims to maximize the modularity value assigned to each node:

measure of how much a network is composed by several commu-

ities of nodes. Since ego networks contain topological information

egarding ego and its alters, and no information about whole net-

ork structure and connections, we computed the centrality mea-

ure called Ego Betweenness Centrality (EBC). It has been defined by

verett and Borgatti in 2005 [25] as the fraction of the shortest paths

hat cross the ego in the ego network. The average EBC value is quite

igh, and seems to confirm that these ego network are composed by

everal different communities.

.2. Analysis of the users interactions and ego network properties

We focused our attention on the analysis of the interactions occur-

ing between users in our dataset. Due to the restricted access poli-

ies, we are not able to retrieve private mailbox between users but

nly the incoming/outgoing activity between the ego and each of its

lter. We remark that regarding the outgoing activity, it was possible

o retrieve only a limited subset of it: due to Facebook privacy restric-

ions, we could access likes but not posts nor comments written on

riends wall, content which would need friends explicit access autho-

ization to our application. Fig. 1(a) shows that likes, photos and com-

ents contribute to over 50% of total interactions. The second most

mportant interaction type is comment, which accounts for 22.7% of

he overall interactions.

It has been shown that in OSN, each ego is in direct communi-

ation with less people compared to people who contact him [22].

ur analysis in fact confirms this trend, showing that the average of

he incoming active network is around 29% of the alters (vs the 26%

f the outgoing), although the difference is smaller compared to the

ork above mentioned. Furthermore, we discovered that 18% of ties

n the ego network are symmetric, representing ego reciprocating the

nteraction with alters.

To reflect different levels of importance of the relationships,

riendships are associated to a tie strength, a numerical value rep-

esenting the social distance between the ego and the alter involved
5 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/egonets-Facebook.html

y on on-line ego networks: A Facebook analysis, Computer Commu-
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Table 1

Descriptive characteristics of the dataset.

Variables Mean Median StdDev Min Max

Ego network friends 486.89 394 361.60 23 2965

Ego network friendships 10930.14 4586 22218.14 62 256968

Clustering 0.63 0.63 0.078 0.42 0.88

Communities number 5.81 6 1.62 2 11

Local degree 0.068 0.053 0.053 0.014 0.59

Modularity 0.49 0.51 0.14 0.072 0.766

Ego betweenness centrality 0.724 0.755 0.139 0.07 0.95

(a) Facebook interactions composition
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Fig. 1. Analysis of the users interactions and ego network structure.
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in a relationship. It has been shown [2,22] how tie strength between

egos and their alters is strongly related to their contact frequency,

computed as the ratio between the number of direct interactions and

the duration of the social relationship. Since both Facebook API are

not able to provide the overall duration of a friendship relation and

there is a strong correlation between the overall amount of interac-

tions and the contact frequency, we estimate the tie strength as the

number of direct interactions occurred from ego to their alter. From

our perspective, an active contact is a contact with an associated tie

strength greater than 0.

To evaluate the size of active network, we compute for each ego

network the ratio between the total number of alters and the number

of active alters (active ratio), which is a measure of the size of the ac-

tive network with respect to total network size. The graph in Fig. 1(b)

shows that the active ratio of a typical network is around 26%. If we

consider the mean size of active network in terms of alters number,

we obtain the value of 132, which is comparable to the values dis-

covered by similar studies (i.e., 105 in [22] for OSN, 70.04 in [19] for

Twitter and 128.16 in [19] for Facebook).

Finally, we decided to investigate whether females are able to

keep more active contacts than males. The analysis of the active net-

work, dividing egos by gender, confirmed this difference: in aver-

age women can maintain active connections with 30% of their alters,

whereas men only with 23%. In addition, women seem to be more
Please cite this article as: A. De Salve et al., The impact of user’s availabilit

nications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.001
ctive on OSN than men, with an average activity per alter of 4.8 com-

ared to 3.9 of men.

We try to understand better the tie strength nature by focusing

n how the tie strength is distributed among alters: for each ego net-

ork, we computed the alters tie strength distribution and built a

ggregated CDF shown in Fig. 1(c), where min-max normalization has

een used for. The elbow in the graph indicates that around 10% of al-

ers can be considered at a high level of intimacy and trust: compared

o analysis in [22], which provided a value of 23.53% by considering

he recency of contact as tie strength model, we obtain a lower value.

e explain this with the higher average size of the ego networks.

We investigate whether the ego networks expose the same con-

entric structures known as Dunbar circles (as described in Section 2).

e perform a mono-dimensional clustering analysis using the K-

eans algorithm [26], by exploiting the tie strength value separately

or each active network of our sample. To compute the best number of

lusters, we adopt the well-known elbow method [26] adding a new

luster iteratively until the improvements of the clusters are below

he 0.1 threshold. Fig. 1(d) shows the distribution of the optimal num-

er of clusters for each ego network (95% C.I. ± 0.065). The majority of

ctive networks (63.4%) have an optimal clusters number of 4. As re-

ards the ego networks with 3 clusters, we found that their structure

epends on both the lower ratio of user activity and the lower num-

er of social links they expose. In fact, compared to the users with 4
y on on-line ego networks: A Facebook analysis, Computer Commu-
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Table 2

Dunbar circles analysis for networks with k-opt = 4.95% confidence intervals

are reported in square brackets.

C1 C2 C3 C4

Size 4.3 [.50] 17.7 [1.85] 50.8 [5.19] 132.8 [13]

Scal. f. - 3.64 [.46] 2.35 [.24] 2.69 [.35]

Mean TS 34.09 [2.49] 12.69 [.43] 5.05 [.1] 1.57 [0.017]

Median TS 22 9 4 1

Min TS 23 7 3 1

Max TS 363 149 52 15

Properties of active network

Network size 416.5

Outgoing active network perc. 28%

Ingoing active network perc. 30%

Total ego interactions 461

Sex of ego (m/f) 61% / 39%
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unbars’ circles they have smaller average ego network size (362.5

s. 416.5), less overall interactions (338 vs. 461), smaller daily ses-

ion number (4.5 vs. 4.9) and session length (4.84 vs. 5.50 time slots).

hese facts seem to suggest that ego networks with three clusters

re composed by users which don’t use Facebook as much as other

roups, confirming a claim stated in [2]. Since ego networks with

hree Dunbar circles do not have a counterpart in real ego networks,

e will focus only on ego networks with a number of circles equals

o 4. The detailed results about the obtained clusters (or circles) for

hese ego networks are shown in Table 2. For each circle (C1, C2, C3

nd C4 ordered from the innermost to the outermost), we computed

he average size of the Dunbar circle for each ego network (size),

he scaling factor between circles (scal.f.), the minimum/maximum

ie strength (min/max TS), the mean (mean TS) and the median (me-

ian TS) tie strength of the circles. Finally, we added some proper-

ies which characterize globally these networks, such as their average

ize, their average active network and the average number of total in-

eractions performed by egos.

These networks confirm the Dunbar circles hypothesis: in partic-

lar we notice the average scaling factor between the concentric cir-

les sizes is about 3: similar values have been demonstrated to hold in

2] (scaling factor of 3.12) and [19] (scaling factor of 3.45). Compared

o [2,19], the Dunbar circles seem to be slightly bigger; however, we

ighlight that our data comes from complete ego network structure

hile networks in [2] have been subject to an estimation due to par-

ial topology. We believe that the approximation may underestimate

he real circles size. Finally, our results also indicate that the size of

he Dunbars’ circles is very similar with other results about offline

ocial networks [21].

. Analysis of the user behaviors

The main stage of our analysis involved the study of users tempo-

al behavior in Facebook. Since there is no direct way to obtain the

ime spent online by users and their friends, we use the chat status

ervice to track the online status of Facebook’s users. We sampled all

he 337 registered egos and their friends every 8 minutes for 10 con-

ecutive days (from Tuesday 3 June 2014 to Friday 13 June). Using this

ethodology we were able to access the temporal status of 308 reg-

stered users and of their friends (for a total of 95.578 users). For the

urpose of clarity, we will refer to registered users to indicate these

08. In order to characterize OSN workloads at the session level, we

onsider the availability trace of each user to determine the start of a

ession (when a user switches from offline to online or idle) or the end

f a session (when a user switches from online or idle to offline). Utiliz-

ng the session information, we first examined the number of concur-

ent users that accessed the OSN site (see Fig 2(a)). The plot indicates

learly the presence of a cyclic day/night pattern (confirming the

esults in [18]). Since the majority of the registered users live in Italy
Please cite this article as: A. De Salve et al., The impact of user’s availabilit
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r in central Europe, time-zone differences are negligible. The analy-

is of graph depicts the presence of two peaks: on average, most users

eem to be connected after lunch time with a peak around 14:30. The

ther peak is usually in the evening, around 22:30, probably preced-

ng the sleeping time. It is interesting to notice that the presence of

eekend seems to have no influence on users: Friday and Saturday

ight seem not to expose the above mentioned evening peak, reflect-

ng the fact that many people may go out. It is important to notice

hat these patterns describe just a global tendency, and cannot be

xploited to make any prediction nor assumption of single user be-

avior.

In order to estimate how often and for how long users connect

o OSN, we measure the frequency and duration of sessions for each

ser. Fig. 2(b) shows how many sessions are done by users (95% C.I. ±
.23). We can notice that the majority of users (90%) exposes on aver-

ge less than 100 daily sessions while the average number of sessions

or all users is less than 4 sessions per day.

Fig. 2 (c) shows, for all users, the CDF of the session length (95% C.I.

0.65) and the elapsed time (inter arrival time) between two consec-

tive user’s sessions (95% C.I. ± 4.44). There is a large variation in

he OSN usage among users. However, almost half of user sessions

re shorter than 20 min (median value of 24 min), and a significant

ercentage of 34% last less than 10 min. Only a few users sessions

less than 13%) have a long duration, exceeding the 2 h. We can notice

hat almost 50% of users present an inter-arrival time shorter than 1

our. These plots confirm therefore the fact that in OSN the typical

ession has a short duration. Small inter-arrival times correspond to

sers who constantly use the OSN service, while large inter-arrival

imes correspond to users who connect occasionally to the OSN. It is

mportant to notice that the size of the active network of each user is

lightly correlated to the time spent online by the ego, such as the av-

rage session length (0.36) and the number of daily sessions (0.20):

ntuitively we would expect that ego with more active contacts are

ikely to spend more time on the OSN.

While researchers have seen that strong and weak ties are char-

cterized by different levels of homophily, i.e. the tendency of indi-

iduals with similar interests to join with each other, it has not been

nderstood to what extent ties in circles show the existence of tem-

oral homophily, the tendency of similar individuals to participate in

imilar uptime patterns. Moreover, the actual impact of correlated

vailabilities on Dunbar circles remains unexplored. In order to bridge

his gap, we evaluate whether the online patterns of users are corre-

ated with those of their alters in each Dunbar circles. We consider

eparately the alters in each circle and compute the availability cor-

elation between egos and their alters using the similarity between

heir availability patterns. As done in [5], we evaluate this correlation

sing the cosine similarity metrics [27] which is frequently adopted

hen trying to determine similarity between binary data (such as

ocuments or in our case availability patterns). The availability of

ach user is represented by an availability vector of fixed size. For

ach time slot of the monitoring period (eight-minute time slot for

0 consecutive days) the corresponding entry contains 1 if the user

as online at that time and 0 otherwise. Formally, let A and B the

vailability vector of two users, the cosine similarity is computed as

hown in Eq. (1):

osineSimilarity(A, B) = A · B

||A|| · ||B|| (1)

he resulting similarity ranges from 1 meaning perfect correlation, to

, usually indicating no correlation between the ego and the alter.

We investigate to what extent the availability patterns of friends

ho appear to be online in the same time slot are similar, for different

ime windows of the day. We divide the day into 6 time windows of

our hours each (from 0 to 24), and then compute the cosine similar-

ty of the availability patterns among friends who appear to be online

t the same time slot of the considered time window. The Fig. 2(d)
y on on-line ego networks: A Facebook analysis, Computer Commu-
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(a) Availability of all users (b) Number of sessions for all users

(c) Sessions length and inter arrival time for
all users

(d) Similarity of the online-offline patterns on
temporal ranges

Fig. 2. Analysis of the temporal properties.
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shows the average similarity for each time window. As we expected,

users who happened to be both online during abnormal temporal

window (from 0am to 8am) have greater similarity than users con-

nected during the classical time windows (from 8am to 0am, i.e. pre-

ceding the sleeping time).

Since a correlation implicitly exists at the dataset level as users

of the same country tend to connect during specific times of the day

(see Fig. 2(a)), we compare availability correlation on each circle with

those obtained by considering external users. For these purposes, we

compute also the average correlation between the ego and the set of

their friends outside the Dunbar’s circles (referred as Random). We

have computed, for each registered user, the average cosine similar-

ity between the egos and their alters in each of the Dunbar’s circles.

Fig. 3(b) shows the CDF of correlation values, while Fig. 3(a) shows

the average correlation values for each circle. The similarity values are

rather low for the Dunbar’s circles as well as for random friends. How-

ever, the graph clearly indicates that alters in innermost circles (such

as Circles 1 and Circles 2) have a higher average similarity with the

availability pattern of the ego than alters in outermost circles (such

as Circles 3 and Circles 4). The similarities with alters in Dunbar’s cir-

cles are higher than with random ones, thus highlighting the impact

of Dunbar’s circles on availability. The average similarity of each cir-

cle is equal respectively to: 0.23 for Circle 1 (95% C.I. ± 0.025) , 0.19

for Circle 2 (95% C.I. ± 0.019), 0.18 for Circle 3 (95% C.I. ± 0.018), 0.15

for Circle 4 (95% C.I. ± 0.017) and 0.10 for random friends (95% C.I. ±
0.012).

We have also measured the average number of times ego and their

alters are both online (1,1) or offline (0,0) in the same time slot and

the number of times that either ego (1,0) or alter (0,1) are online, sep-

arately for each circle. The Fig. 4(a), (b), (c) and (d) show the CDF of

the (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) and (1,1) matching, respectively. As we expected,

the number of (1,1) matching between availability vectors increases
Please cite this article as: A. De Salve et al., The impact of user’s availabilit

nications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.001
s we consider alters of the innermost circles. In contrast, the num-

er of (0,0) matching indicates an opposite trend since they decrease

s much as we consider alters the inner circle. This highlights the key

ole that positive matches of the form (1,1) have on the availability

attern of close alters compared to the matches of the form (0,0). As

egards the (0,1) matching results show that, when the ego is offline,

lters in the inner circles are much more online than alters belonging

o the outer circles. An opposite trend occurs when we consider the

1,0) matching since the number of offline alters when ego is online

ppear to increase as we consider outer circles. In order to charac-

erize the temporal structure of the active network, we compute the

verage percentage of matching found in each circle (see Fig. 4(e)).

n order to test if the results are independently of the way we define

he active network, we have computed the tie strength of each user

y considering: (i) the interactions over the whole crawling period (6

onths), (ii) the interactions occurred in the last three months of the

rawling period (3 Months) and (iii) the interactions occurred in the

ast month (1 Months). The average percentages of matching result-

ng after this filtering remain quite similar and do not depends very

uch on the time window we use to define an active contact.

The average percentage of (0,0) matching exceeds other cases in

ach circles and it is equal to: 61.4% for Circle 1 (95% C.I. ± 8.4), 62.4%

or Circle 2 (95% C.I. ± 7.3), 63.5% for Circle 3 (95% C.I. ± 7.2), 65.4% for

ircle 4 (95% C.I. ± 7.3) and 67.6% (95% C.I. ± 7.4) for alters who are

ot members of the Dunbar’s circles. Instead, matching of the form

1,1) has the lowest percentage value for all circles, namely: 7.4% for

ircle 1 (95% C.I. ± 3.9), 5.9% for Circle 2 (95% C.I. ± 2.6), 5.3% for Circle

(95% C.I. ± 2.2), 4.6% for Circle 4 (95% C.I. ± 2.0) and 3.6% (95% C.I.

1.6) for random friends. The Circle 1 has approximately the same

ercentage of (0,1) and (1,0) matching, i.e. 15.9% (95% C.I. ± 4.5) and

5.3% (95% C.I. ± 5.6), respectively. As alters are located in the outer

ircles the percentage of the (1,0)/(0,1) matching increases/decreases
y on on-line ego networks: A Facebook analysis, Computer Commu-
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Fig. 3. Analysis of the Dunbar circles temporal features.

(e) Percentage of matching (f) Conditional probability on active network
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Fig. 4. Analysis of the temporal matching on Dunbar circles.
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of about 1%. As a further step, we characterized the impact of this sim-

ilarity between users and their friends on the probability of the ego

to be online/offline by taking into account the aggregated behavior of

their alters in the active network. In order to estimate this impact, we

computed for each ego the probability to be online/offline depend-

ing on the available alters in each time slot. As done in other stud-

ies [5,15], we model this dependence using conditional probabilities.

More formally, let e = {ON, OFF} the events “ego is online/offline”

and ak = {# online/offline friends > k} the set of event “At least k

alters of the active network are online/offline”, we calculated the

conditional probability P(e|ak) = P(e ∩ ak)/P(ak) for k = 0, . . . , 200.

The value P(e ∩ ak) is the number of time slots when the user is on-

line/offline and at least k of her active contacts are online/offline, nor-

malized by the total number of time slots. P(ak) is the number of time

slots when at least k of her active contacts are online/offline, normal-

ized by the total number of time slots. Fig. 4(f) shows the CDF of the

conditional probabilities for different combinations of events. The re-

sults clearly show that an ego is more likely to be online when at

least 10 of their alters in Dunbar’s circles are connected. After that,

the conditional probability decreases as the number of online friends

increases. The probability that ego is offline decreases very quickly

when the number of the online neighbours increase. Instead, the con-

ditional probability that the ego is offline/online remains roughly the

same, for any number of offline neighbours.

6. Conclusion

Our study uncovered a number of interesting findings related

to the specific nature of online social networking environments. By

using temporal information of real OSNs we have found that avail-

ability patterns of single individuals has a non-trivial relationships

with those of their close friends. We found that the size of the active

network of each user is slightly correlated to the time spent online by

the ego, such as the average session length (0.36) and the number of

daily sessions (0.20). We have shown the extent to which availability

patterns of each Dunbar’s circle affect the availability pattern of the

user. Namely, social ties on innermost circles not only are stronger in

terms of volume of communications, but also show higher similarity

of the users availability pattern. We have also measured the average

number of times ego and their alters are both online (1,1) or offline

(0,0) in the same time slot and the number of times that either ego

(1,0) or alter (0,1) are online, separately for each circle. The average

percentage of (0,0) matching increases as we consider alters located

in the outermost circles. The matching of the form (1,1) has the low-

est percentage value for all circles and they increases as we consider

users of the innermost circles. Finally, the innermost circle has ap-

proximately the same percentage of (0,1) and (1,0) while for the outer

circles, the percentage of the (1,0)/(0,1) matching increases/decreases

of about 1%. By characterizing the impact of this similarity between

the availability pattern of the users and their friends in term of

conditional probability, we have shown that users have more prob-

ability to be online when at least 10 of their Dunbar’s friends are

online . Finally, we have shown that users who happened to be both

online during abnormal temporal window (from 0am to 8am) have

greater similarity than users connected during the classical time

windows (from 8am to 0am, i.e. preceding the sleeping time). These

understanding have a significant impact on the success/failure of the

OSN and they could lead to many benefits if properly considered and

addressed during the design of the designing of the next-generation

OSN infrastructures. As future work, we would like to investigate the

impact of our finding on content distribution patterns. Answering
Please cite this article as: A. De Salve et al., The impact of user’s availabilit

nications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.001
hese questions will let us explore opportunities for efficient content

istribution and data replication, as well as advertisement and

ecommendation strategies. Lastly, based on our results, we plan to

uild a user churn model able to shape availability pattern of the user

ehavior by incorporating the most part of our findings, including

essions distribution, tie strength and temporal features.
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